Celebrity Style: Active Wear
Inspiration to Kick Start
Your Workout
By Christine Rudolph
You’re probably familiar with the infamous New Year’s mantra
“new year, new me.” People everywhere use (and sometimes
overuse) this phrase to help motivate and achieve the goals
they have set. For some, the “new me” entails hitting the gym
to get that toned body many of us desperately desire. But we
all know that making a resolution is one thing and abiding by
it is a whole different ball game! We all need the right
amount of inspiration to stick with such momentous resolutions
– and cute active wear certainly helps! Gone are the days when
workout clothes were incredibly dull and boring. Now you can
attract everyone to your newfound style mantra based on active
wear. Not only will you stand out from the crowd, but you will
also look as good as some of your favorite fit celebrities!

Here are some of our favorite
celebrities that have awesome
workout clothes! You don’t want to
miss out on these bits of celebrity
style:
Selena Gomez: Selena Gomez has been making celebrity news
recently since getting back together with Justin Bieber, but
what is even more ravishing than that is Gomez’s choice of
active wear! Gomez was recently spotted leaving a hot yoga

class sporting blue Puma leggings with an oversized white
sweatshirt with spotless white sneakers. The bright blue
leggings added a chic pop of color to her mostly-white outfit,
and she looked ah-mazing! We don’t blame her for turning up
the heat at yoga class his winter.
Related Link: Celebrity Fitness Secrets: Funky Exercise Fads
Gigi Hadid: Gigi Hadid makes working out look so, so glam! Her
active wear ensembles are just as cute as the outfits she
wears on the runway. She is frequently spotted strutting down
the street of whatever glamorous city she’s in, wearing the
cutest work out clothes. A recent standout of Hadid’s included
a chic sports bra paired with an oversized zip-up jacket, and
silver metallic fitted leggings. Hadid definitely doesn’t
sweat when she exercises, she sparkles!
Related Link: Fitness Tips: 5 Couple Exercises That Are Worth
the Sweat
Rihanna: Rihanna isn’t all just songs and dance as this diva
is more feverishly known for her new beauty line and her
fashion choices! Being a global icon is not a small deal, but
Rihanna’s confidence in her outfit choices shines even when
she has on active wear. One standout in particular was a
matching Alexander Wang long-sleeved crop top and leggings.
She even amped up her look with some red-hot lipstick. Rihanna
is your go-to girl if you aspire to create the perfect look to
make those jaws drop down to the ground!
Take notes from these celebrities and make this year be the
one that you stick to your resolutions, and look great doing
it! Your future self will thank you.
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